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THE LIMITLESS LEGIONS OF LIGHT

Great Legions of Light now fill the air,
Flashing Their Light Rays everywhere,
Clad in armor of Flame! Light-shod!
Coming to lift mankind to God;
Wielding Their Swords of Lightning blue,
Cutting Their Way earth’s shadows through,
Their Great Power makes all surrender,
Obeying Love’s Law and Mighty Splendor.

Great Legions of Light in Glory come,
Pointing the way to everyone,
Unto the Peace of Life’s Great Law,
In Love Their Swords of Lightning draw,
They cut away all doubt and fear
And free mankind by Love’s Light clear!
To set each one at last on high
Before God’s Great All-seeing-eye.

Great Legions of Light! sweep through the earth,
To give mankind Love’s own Great Birth,
In Power and Light no words can tell,
Their Fiat sounds like clarion bell,
In dazzling Flash of Cosmic Light,
They raise Their Swords and shatter night!
The Light bursts forth—the UNFED FLAME!
The Heavens all blaze and call—“I AM’’!

—Chanera
HAT, which I shall say to you this afternoon, beloved Students of Boston, I trust will enable you to feel a strength and full consciousness of protection, you have never felt before; and it is My Desire that this, which I shall say to-day, go forth in the Magazine; for I wish it to reach everywhere possible.

Regarding the attempts to interfere with the Messengers here, I begin with this statement. I say to all communistic destructive forces of America and the earth: "You are not dealing with these Messengers! you are dealing with the Forces of Light! Notice! I use the word, 'FORCES'”!

The Great Cosmic Light is coming into Its Dominion on earth, which compels Us to return upon destructive individuals who try to interfere with the expansion of This Light, the activity of their own destruction. We have been lenient so far; but We shall use every force at Our Command to protect the Messengers and This Work. To these destructive forces, individually or otherwise, I say to you: "You are dealing with the Ascended Masters! the Legion of Light! the Cosmic Beings! and the Great Cosmic Law, Which is the Law of every human being's Life.

I wish every individual and everyone who lends himself to destructive forces to hear or read these words! We wish earnestly to protect every individual from being made a claw of the sinister force, which is but destructive human accumulation; but when it is necessary, as it is at this time for the protection of America and its incoming
Perfection, We are compelled to use the Law. Now do not misunderstand Me. We never use a destructive force; but when mankind sends forth destruction and the Great Cosmic Law compels its return upon the individuals who send it out, then human beings alone shall be responsible for that which they send out.

This beloved Messenger protected the unfortunate young man yesterday who tried to intrude his destruction here; knowing that within him is a Light which could be expanded, but no longer shall We permit this!

I say to all the beloved students here, throughout America, the world and all Group Leaders: "You are responsible from this day, for the forces that you send out from your being. This is not Our Wish! It is the Cosmic Light, the Law that is compelling this! Now you may understand why the Messengers have pled, Oh! so earnestly and with so great a Love, for the students to be prepared for this moment; that they might have sufficient control of themselves and the forces which try to act through them, to govern all harmoniously, completely and permanently.

We shall give you every Assistance possible, because you cannot imagine Our Gratitude for all your sincere, loyalty; but now, precious ones, you are facing the Law of Life! That is why I say to all Group Leaders: "Be careful what you say! Be careful what you send out through your feelings! for you are responsible to those who come to you! I say to each Group Leader, you are not responsible for what another Group Leader does. You are responsible for your own acts and that which you radiate to your Group of Students. This is why you will see the greatest transformation in the
next few months. The students have not heretofore all felt their own responsibility. There are hundreds and thousands who have; but I say this for others' protection for they are precious. These earnest students throughout America and the world, who have turned to this Light, as they stand steady to-day, will find It brings Great Glory into their worlds.

Beloved people, This Understanding is not an ordinary activity. This is not just someone's human opinion which the Messengers are carrying forth. It is the Mighty Law of Life! your Life! the Life of every human being who has ever been in embodiment on earth. That law is taking Its Dominion now in the earth. The apex of the destructive forces has been reached! The communists and agitators of every description have reached the end of their rope! Their own vicious forces sent forth will be compelled to return upon them!

I offer this to them in all kindness that they may save themselves, if they will; but the vicious forces of the earth must realize fully, that they are not dealing any longer with the humanity of earth— with human beings! They are dealing with the Cause of the Universe! the First Cause, which was and is Light!

For your comfort, encouragement and strength, I say to you, that ten of the Ascended Masters could wipe out all armies of the earth that are not constructive. Therefore, beloved people, realize once and forever, that your Life is That Light! If you will, you may call forth the Power of That Light for your invincible protection! to go before you to harmonize, bless and perfect everywhere
you move; but you must be firm in refusing acceptance to the appearance world of what yet remains, which is less than Perfection. As long as you accept any discordant appearance, you feed your Life Energy into it to limit you. I plead with you, do not do that! You know the Law! You have all Self-control, through the Power of your Presence. If you are determined, you can do what you wish to do! Do not give any quarter to your own human self, when it tries to make you feel inability or to find any kind of excuse, which would try to prevent your complete obedience to the Light, the Law of your Life, which is Harmony.

Do you not see, how these things which would ordinarily create disturbance, do not effect the Messengers? Did not the Messenger go on in calm serenity last night, as though nothing was occurring, knowing the Powers that were here? In San Francisco, a man came into the audience with a revolver in his pocket, to take the Life of this Messenger and when he entered the door the desire just slowly faded out. Afterwards, he returned and accepted the Work; because he saw the falsehood that had been imposed upon him, concerning the sincerity and the Truth of the Messengers.

Many times similar things have occurred. That is why to-day, I have issued This Edict to the world, and I have ALL-power to stand by It! These Messengers, who pour forth only Love and kindness, and have never asked a single thing of any human being; but to love his own God Presence and have Its Perfection. They shall not be interfered with! nor shall they be harmed! and I say that to the whole world!
Therefore, beloved ones, as you go forth in This Activity remember, that the Life which beats your hearts, is your invincible protection in every way; in your individual activities and collectively.

I say to all of you, whether you wish to apply the Law of this Great Presence in your business or not; for your happiness, protection, Divine Justice, or whatever requirement in your Stream of Life seems most needed; observe the Chart and remember! This Light of your Presence called into action has within It all Intelligence, Power of Protection. If any one of you knew that fully, you could stand in the street with destruction falling all around you and you could not be touched.

In the preserving of certain records from past civilizations, the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings are able to seal them perfectly and hold them imperishable as long as they desire. To-day, in the bed of your Atlantic ocean, there are sealed buildings which were submerged by the sinking of the last remnant of Atlantis, which was in the Atlantic ocean. The Azores and Madeira Islands are the highest points of those mountain ranges. To-day, still sealed in the bed of the Atlantic, and which will one day come to the surface, there are those sealed buildings holding everything Perfect within them.

Try to feel, beloved ones, the Reality, the Tangibility of the Ascended Masters! the Legion of Light! the Great Cosmic Beings! and the Cosmic Light! The Cosmic Light from which comes all form is Self-luminous Intelligent Substance; as the Messengers have told you It would of Its own Volition produce only Perfection, except for human qualification. Therefore, you have the
understanding, the ability, the authority, to re-
lease the Power of your Presence to reverse, dis-
solve and consume every destructive thing; and
replace it by this Self-luminous Intelligent Sub-
stance, which will make your world one of Per-
fection and happiness.

So far as your physical bodies are concerned,
you can call the Presence to produce the Violet
Consuming Flame to dissolve all discord. Then call
forth from the Presence Its Ray of Light and Its
Expansion, containing this Self-luminous Intelli-
gent Substance, to fill your body with Its Perfor-
tion. It is the Law of your Life that it be done.

Beloved ones! do not just listen to the Mes-
sengers and then go on in your old habits. This
Instruction is Life! It is Light! It is Law! You
may be free, if you will; but it will not free you
by Itself. You must make the call! You must apply
It! Let no one think this Law will apply itself. If
that were true, all humanity would have been Per-
fect and remained so. Therefore, to-day and in the
future, be so firm! Do not forget these things!

After to-day, when the Messengers have gone
on, hold your enthusiasm! hold with great firm-
ness the Light, which has been released into your
world. It will ever expand with great speed, pro-
viding you will hold harmony firm in your feel-
ings. That is not difficult. It is very easy. So be-
loved ones, let Us help you. We want to; but We
cannot help you unless you obey Us. You know I
do not mean this from any personal sense; but
when I say "obey Us" it means to obey the Law of
your Life, which We know is acting within each
one of you. You possibly do not know that yet;
but We do, as clearly as We see your faces.

Therefore, if you can trust and believe in Us,
make your maximum effort in your own application; then you can be sure that everything and many times many miracles, so-called, would be performed for you; for it is only when you make your maximum effort, that We are permitted to release Our Power in Its fulness to give you Our Assistance.

Will you not observe with Me for just a few moments the Messenger's experience with Saint Germain. I am sure that all of you, who are familiar with This Work, have come to realize how very true It is. Therefore, see what was accomplished within him and with his beloved one. The great, great courage and sincerity which was within them, made it possible for Us to give them almost Infinite Assistance.

Now let Me explain it from your standpoint for a few moments. Knowing, as We did, their great loyalty and sincerity, do you realize how difficult it must have been for Us to withhold Our Assistance; that they might make their own application and attain the Victory; when We could have done such wonderful things for them so easily? Do you, whom We love more than anything in the world, realize that it is not easy for us to withhold Our Assistance when We see individuals here, there and at various points gaining such a magnificent Victory? Sometimes, We would just love to step in, give the Assistance and finish your Victory right then and there; but that is not the Law, precious ones.

The Law of Complete Victory is through your own application. Remember that even a hundred and fifty years ago, this could no more have been done than anything in the world; because you were under the old dispensation; the old occult
law. To-day all that has been changed. Instead of almost the torture of those days, you are entering into your Freedom through the Fragrance of the Lily. Do you quite understand what that expression means? It is the Radiance of the Ascended Masters. As you become more aware of Their Presence, you will find that every time One of Them is present, you will be conscious of Their Wondrous Fragrance; either the rose, the lily or some flower fragrance, for Their Radiance emits a delightful Fragrance from each One, because of Their Great Purity and Perfection.

Therefore, beloved ones, remember that We and you are never separated again. Through your Higher Mental Body, We shall always watch and stand guard. Try to feel this with Its Infinite Power, which takes away all anxiety from within your feeling world. This enables it to be so still, that every call to your Presence releases immediate action, immediate results. You can have that. Do not let your human cause you to doubt your ability! I am sure you do not doubt the Law; but many do doubt their ability to apply it. Do not do that! Your ability is quite sufficient.

It is true, beloved ones, you make the call and the Presence is the Doer! The Presence is the Accomplisher of what is required and Its Powers are Infinite. Will you not just grasp that now in this Radiance and feel it firmly? Hold it forever so in every call you make to your Presence, you are reminded to think that it is the Infinite Power coming from your Presence through you. You must steady yourself, be calm and let the Presence release Its Power at your call to do it. It is often anxiety and impatience within you which delays the fulfilment and that is because the need seems so great.
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Very often and just recently, the Messengers have received many letters calling for help. In most instances, the appearance was so vivid before them, that they forgot momentarily the Power of the Presence. They had held their attention on the appearance and were calling to the Presence. Yet, their attention was overruling their call to the Presence, by at least seventy percent of their energy. So, do you not see why they did not have the results for which they were calling?

Precious ones! take this as an earnest reminder which you can always refer to, for it will go forth in the Magazine. Then whenever something disturbs you have that Magazine, when it comes forth, where you can refer to it. Your attention, Oh what it will do for you when once you really understand that you can govern it. It is not something that acts of itself. It is you! Your attention can only act through you! through your physical form! Therefore, you can change your attention and place it upon whatever you choose; and of course, if you change it from the appearance world to the Presence, you will have Its Perfection.

Remember! your old habits do not yield readily. Yet they really have no power of themselves. Now notice! What enabled your habits to be established? Your attention on the appearance world, by accepting it. Now, you know the Law and know that the appearance world is not the correct activity. Then you will be able to say first to the appearance world: "You have no power!" Then to your attention: "Now stop! Come back here where you belong. You are not going to limit me any longer. When I understand the Law and that which has been acting through you, then you are going to obey me. Come here!" In a short time
you will have no difficulty in making your attention stay where it belongs. Notice this, carefully! If you will turn to all problems, face them squarely and say to those problems: “Even though you are my mistake, still you have no power! I withdraw all power I have ever given you! You are helpless! dissolve before this Light which I call forth!” Then see how quickly you will feel your Full Mastery over the problems, which have terrified you.

Precious ones, will you feel so definitely that there would be no problems, if it were not for the misuse of your attention? They could not exist without your attention which feeds your Life into them. Do you not see how practical this Law is? Yet see how nearly every one is feeding his Life energy into his problems?

To-day, you shall go forth and be prompted through your Higher Mental Body of these things which I say to you. Even though there be an appearance of less than Perfection in your body, speak to that appearance and tell it that it has no power and mean it! Say: “‘Mighty I AM Presence’ take out of me, cause and effect of this appearance and do it right now!” Do you think, that your Presence which gives you Life will not answer and do that? How can you think that? Only because, beloved ones, you have not given the Full Power back to your Presence where it belongs. All this Power you have given to the appearance world, all these problems; all of your Life which you pour into them is but encouraging them longer. The appearance keeps saying: “Just hold on a little longer and you will get a little more Dominion;” but you are not going to do that! That appearance world is soon to be made helpless to longer dominate mankind.
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I use this opportunity to-day to speak to you in this way, because I know what the Great Cosmic Light is going to do. You have the utmost Assistance from even the Cosmic Light; because It is taking command and will make it so much easier for you to hold harmony within your feelings. Then your call to the Presence will produce much greater results if you will keep yourselves reminded of these simple things.

Let us fix this one point definitely. The Messengers have mentioned the three activities that are so powerful: your attention, qualification and vision. Now notice how you can draw all three of these activities into one, through the Power of your attention. Do you not see? We have never given this explanation just in this manner before; but We want you to have it so definitely. When your attention goes to your Presence, you are compelling your power of qualification and your vision to accept that upon which your attention is fixed; which is the Power of the Presence in action here. Then, do you not see how you have drawn all this into the one activity, the attention, which compels its Perfection to flow in and through you? Do you not see how, as We have given it forth, everything is coming more and more to one point of action, wherein it will be so much easier for you to hold your human activities steady, until the Power of the Presence flows forth sufficiently to give you the courage, strength, the assurance of the Powers of your Presence to govern you and your world?

I rejoice with you to-day in this tremendously charged atmosphere. I remind you, that in all the magnificent work done when the Messengers were last in New York, still in your city there has been
even more magnificent work done now. If the precious people of Boston understood this, the Love of the whole city would flood to these beloved Messengers. Did I not just say to you: “Be patient”? Then We must be patient. When We see the out-picturing of the fulfilment of these Great Laws, after so many centuries of limitations in mankind, can you imagine for one single moment Our rejoicing? We have waited century, after century, after century and at last, mankind is coming to understand and give the assistance necessary which is to lift them to their freedom. Can you imagine even a fragmentary part of what it means to Us? Do you wonder that the students love Saint Germain so greatly?

The entire freeing Activity is taking place within your feeling world as I am talking to you. Oh beloved ones, even though you do not see It, please accept It in Its full Infinite Freeing Power. The blessed one in this room who came here from a long distance, remember! from this day you are free! Your strength is your Presence and is not limited within your physical body! Accept that and never allow your attention once again to accept anything less than your full Strength, Joy and Freedom. Your mind is the Mind of the “Mighty I AM Presence” Perfect and All-powerful.

I say to every one, your health is in that Stream of Light which beats your heart! Let your Presence flood it forth; and remember, the Power of your attention of which We were speaking. Suppose you have called to your Presence and still a pain remains in your body—how does it remain? Because your attention is still upon it! You may not be aware of it; but your attention must be
there in order for that pain to find expression; because only through your attention could it have Life to feel. Will you not remember that?

All of these things are so simple and yet mankind has tried, the human intellect has tried, to make them so complicated; but the understanding of the activity of this Mighty Law is becoming more simplified each day. Do you not see how vastly different it is between accepting human opinion and being conscious that you are dealing with the Law of Life? Now you are dealing with the Law of Life! and Its Powers are Infinite to act in your Life. What I have said to you today should remind you, that in the acknowledgment of your Presence, you become the Master of yourselves and your worlds.

Many have inquired, well just how does one become an Ascended Master; what is and what makes one an Ascended Master? You have heard the Messenger explain to you the process by which an individual becomes an Ascended Being. Then realize for a moment, the difference between yourself, for instance, and Myself. Long ago, a very very long time ago, I set Myself free by this identical process; the identical Understanding of the "Mighty I AM Presence"; and I became the Cosmic Being that I am today. How did I achieve that? By the identical process of purifying and refining the physical structure of the body, until the earth could not hold it. Then it ascended into the next step which is the Higher Mental Body. Then It ascended into the "Mighty I AM Presence," when I became the Ascended Master! the Master of all force, Light and Energy.

The Ascended Being is one who has purified the physical body and brought it into the Ascension.
A Master who has not yet made the Ascension, has purified his physical body and functions most of the time in his Higher Mental Body; because your Higher Mental Body can come and walk on earth enveloping you or stand beside you. Your "Mighty I AM Presence" cannot do that; because the Radiance in the Circle of Light about It cannot come below your heart; but the Higher Mental Body can.

If you were to meet all of the genuine Masters who have not yet made the Ascension, you would find identically that activity. It would not mean, that they were suddenly functioning in the full Perfection of the Higher Mental Body; but it does mean, that at any moment if greater Power and Wisdom were required they could rise instantly into Its Activity and call the Higher Mental Body into action. Then, they would be functioning from the Higher Mental Body, which is the Power and Perfection from the Presence; but still they would not be Ascended.

This is exactly what Jesus did when He came forth from the tomb. He was in His Higher Mental Body and was Jesus the Christ. In prophecy His Name had come down with the command that He was to be Jesus the Christ. It was I, now do not get this confused—not the Messenger—but the one known as the Divine Director, Who is speaking to you, Who brought to Jesus This Understanding of the "Mighty I AM Presence." I was the Teacher of Jesus, Saint Germain and the Master Kuthumi; and that is the cause of My Great Love for Saint Germain. Although I questioned His Ability and that of the Messengers to have the strength to stand up against the outer world to carry this forth; but Saint Germain, having
known far more about their Life Stream than I did, because I had not taken time to look into It, said: “I shall try it out,” and He has been proved correct.

Because the vibratory action of the Ascended Master’s body is beyond the vibratory action of the physical structure of your brain, you do not see Him; but yet He is tangible, just as tangible as you are. Even your Higher Mental Body which you do not ordinarily see, being wholly pure and Perfect, naturally expresses in a more rapid rate of vibratory action than your physical body; but it is none the less tangible. You blessed ones are that Light! You are in physical bodies; but they are only the machines through which you operate. Your automobile in which you ride sometimes slows down; but still, when you give it more energy it will increase its speed. That is just what We are doing in this Mighty Understanding of the Presence. We are supplying the energy to your bodies which have accepted the lack of strength, the lack of energy, through the human sense of age.

Beloved students, think of My Age! Century upon century, upon century, has passed over My Head. Yet I am as youthful as any youth in the Universe. Such is the acceptance of Life in Its Fullness! Your Life never grows old! Your Life Stream is always full of energy, full of strength, full of Power. It is only the human in its limited concept which says: “I have not that strength.” That idea is just in the human concept. It is not in your Stream of Life. Your Stream of Life is all Power and Strength and you cannot be deprived of It.

I am so grateful for that which you feel to-day and for the Freedom which is yours. You will
never forget this, because I have so decreed it! This which I have said to you to-day, every word of it, shall continue to act within every one of you! because My Love is the Motive Power which has entered into your feeling world and It will be the Prompter aside from the activity of your own Higher Mental Body. My Love shall act within you with Its strength and power! If you do not like Me about, it is just too bad! Notice! I have not even asked your permission to do it! Do you think that is an intrusion? I hope not! but I do so want you to feel your Victory to-day. Never lose it, for “‘I AM’ the Victory of Light in you”! Remember Those Words! for They shall blaze within your memory! “‘I AM’ the Victory of Light in you. ‘I AM’ the purifying process of your health; of Life, acting within you every moment, and ‘I AM’ the Power, the Presence, that silences every human activity within your consciousness, that it can no longer have power to accept imperfection.

“The human intellect of everyone shall subside, give obedience and accept the fulness of Life acting within each one of you; for ‘I AM’ the Presence, Power and Prompter of that.” Your “‘I AM” and Myself are one! Therefore, I do not question you as to how you would feel! Because your “‘I AM” and Myself are one, I am not required to obtain your authority in producing Perfection in your world. Does this sound unusual to any or all of you? Can you, will you believe Me, when I say that the Presence of every one of you in this room to-day has said to Me: “Speak These Words to My beloved ones”? They are yours for action because the Power of Life commanded it to be so! I am amplifying that action within you; that you may more quickly have the full result of Its Active Presence and Power.
Will you do Me the kindness and honor to accept this with the full intent with which I give it; that it may assist you to be free quickly? I say to you every one: No matter what appearance confronts you, never again give it one moment’s power through your attention; as having power to harm, limit or affect you. Say to it: “It has no power”! Turn to your Presence and remain there and you will find the appearance has disappeared.

Oh try it so earnestly, and remember you can act with intensity without tension. Many people trying to act with intensity become tense. Observe the Messengers. They act with dynamic power and yet, never is there a moment’s tension. That is what you need to acquire. You need to be dynamic and forceful without tension. Tension tightens the muscular system and obstructs the action of the body. So in all your work, be as dynamic as you like, but watch out that you do not become tense in your nerves and muscular system. As you become more aware of your Presence you will find there is no inclination to do that.

In the fulness of the Powers of your Presence We issue the Edict for your Freedom quickly. Accept it in all that It means to you in your Freedom. Remember This Edict is the Law of Life! set into action within your feeling world to continue to move, until every discordant thing is dissolved and consumed within your world.

For all of you I have rendered an Extremely Great Service; the dissolving and consuming of two-thirds of each one’s human creation and accumulation of the centuries. Will you not be courageous and strong enough to call the Presence into action to finish the last one-third? It ought to be easy! Remember, I am holding your hand
in that Victory! Then, do you not have the courage to do whatever is required to have it quickly? Try to feel that never again are you limited. Never again are you subject to the fears, the doubts and the disturbances, that were yours even yesterday.

May I ask something? How many in this room clearly feel that? Will you raise your hands? (all raised their hands) All praises be! It means, that you have accepted truly that which I have endeavored to convey into your world for your Victory. I thank you.

Great Cosmic Light in the requirement of each one of these Beloved Students here, those in America and the world, under the Radiation of Saint Germain; clothe them in Thy Mantle of Light with Its Infinite Protection; with Its Dissolving Activity; to dissolve every remaining part of every limiting thing. Then Mighty Cosmic Light charge into the feeling and consciousness of each one, the Infinite strength, courage and full feeling of their ability, to call their Presence into action to quickly set themselves wholly free.

As problems appear, call the Presence instantly into action, to solve and dissolve them; that no longer may they be beset by anxiety and distress. In acceptance of appearances which cause distress, they are giving full power to limitations, which no longer have any power in their worlds.

In the fulness of My Love, that of the Legion of Light, the Ascended Masters, the Cosmic Beings and the Cosmic Light, I enfold you unto your full Victory and your Ascension. I thank you.
N Rays of Light in pink and gold,
Our Love we send forth to enfold,
To lift, to bless and to release
All those who seek and ask for peace.

These Rays go through to Realms above
To reach the hearts of those we love;
And gently passing on their way
Drop hearts of Flame to bless each day.

They lift, illumine and set free
All those who seek the Light and see,
That only Life can give them all
And to their Presence now make call.

Our Rays of Love so very bright
Do penetrate the darkest night
And show the Presence o’er each one
That waits above, a BLAZING SUN!

Thus, all respond when comes the Light
To lift them to the Greatest Height;
They hear the Mighty Word—“I AM”!
And see at last the UNFED FLAME!

—Chanera
OUR SEVEN GLORIOUS WEEKS
November 25th to January 7th Inclusive
E again approach the season of the Seven Glorious Weeks, when Jesus’ tremendous Outpouring is intensified to our earth. This period begins with Thanksgiving Day and steadily increases until January seventh, both days inclusive.

This gives us all the most powerful transcendent opportunity to again work in conscious co-operation with Jesus through His Outpouring.

Let us give Him daily time and attention, morning and evening, for at least five minutes each time. Feel Jesus in Golden-White Light standing behind each one and blazing the Flame of Divine Love from His Heart through our bodies. Let us feel It fill our bodies and environment, with such Light and Love that all becomes charged with His Mighty Power and FEELING of the Dominion of the “Mighty I AM Presence” in each one.

While we are feeling Jesus’ Outpouring, let each one call his own “Mighty I AM Presence,” to come forth and through Saint Germain’s Mighty Instruction on the “I AM,” pour forth Their Light so powerfully, that all who love Jesus will be enabled to accept the “Mighty I AM Presence” and do the things He told us all to do. No one can do the things He did unless he have this Understanding of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” so It is the greatest help we can ever give to all.
ACH one in the "I AM" School should now begin the daily practice, at least morning, noon and night, of holding the picture of the Unfed Flame clearly in mind and at the same time feel It deeply.

Study the picture of the Unfed Flame as shown in the October, 1936, Issue of "The Voice of the I AM." Look at It steadily for some few minutes. Close your eyes and remember what It was like. Then recall every detail of It. If you do not remember quite clearly at first, open your eyes, look at It again for further detail and close your eyes to try it again.

When you can remember quite clearly, see the three Plumes of Flame very large around your physical body. The Golden Plume directly in front of you, larger than your physical body, blazing, sparkling and dazzling bright.

Then see the Pink Plume at your right side, slightly behind you and reaching from the floor to some distance above your head; the same as with the Golden Flame.

See the Blue Plume at your left side, slightly behind your left shoulder. Hold the picture of these Plumes of Flame large enough for them to meet and enclose you within them. Feel this with
all the Love of your heart and hold with very great joy.

Now see a tiny Unfed Flame within your heart, making the Three Plumes clear and distinct. Then make Them expand until they meet the Plumes of Flame enfolding you.

As the Inner and Outer Flames meet, feel deeply all the Perfection you desire in and around your body and filling your world. As you form the habit of doing this and feeling It deeply three times a day, such glory, miracles, Victories and success will be yours as you cannot even imagine.

May every human being on earth learn to do this and have the Perfection and Freedom It brings.

T is Saint Germain’s Request that all rotation of Group Leaders be discontinued everywhere throughout the country, except in the Group Leader Training Groups, where the individuals are being given an opportunity to conduct a Group before taking the responsibility of his or her own Group Activity.
It is all right to rotate in the Young People's Groups where the individuals are being given a chance to try out the conducting of a Group before taking a permanent one.

Outside of those two kinds of Groups every group should be led by the one who accepts the responsibility of conducting that Group and holding them harmonious, so the work of protecting America can be done.

It is Saint Germain's Request also that every Group be opened after acknowledging the Unfed Flame, by those in the Groups giving the four following decrees for Light. Say each three times:

1. Great Cosmic Light! come forth and do Your Perfect Work NOW!

2. The Forces of Light move into action with Full Power, and are Victorious NOW!

3. Mighty Arcturus! come forth in that Light as of a thousand Suns and consume all human selfishness and discord from the planet forever!

4. The Limitless Legions of Light now sweep across the face of the earth and all human darkness disappears.

These Decrees draw tremendous Light, Protection and Healing Power into the room and charge the very air with the Purity, luminosity and Perfection of the Light. They release tremendous energy and Light-Substance into the room which enables the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings to amplify It without limit and send It forth to accomplish the fulfilment of our calls.
RECIOUS Young People of America, do not let the day go by without morning and evening standing in front of your Chart and raising your hands to your Presence. Then say:

"Mighty I AM Presence"! take complete possession of my Being and world and prepare me to give the greatest help possible for the protection of America! Show me the perfect thing to do every moment and make me do ALL perfectly! Pour through me whatever Power of Light is needed to protect our land! Make me a Perfect Channel through whom the Ascended Masters can charge forth Their Victory of Light instantly!

"Make me such a Mighty Pillar of The Ascended Masters’ Activity of the Unfed Flame, that everywhere I move the Ascended Masters’ Consciousness, Directing Intelligence and Discrimination charge forth to flood all with such a Mighty Onrush of the COSMIC Light, that It blazes everywhere and consumes all that is not of the Light."

Make the call daily for the “Mighty I AM Presence” and Great Cosmic Beings to send Legions and Legions and Legions of Light, to fill our Blessed United States of America with Their Mighty Glory and perfecting Activity!
Whatever activity seems to need more than ordinary Power of Light to handle it, make your call for the Great Cosmic Beings, to send the Legions of Light to sweep in, produce Perfection and hold eternal Ascended Master Control of the condition, for the freedom of all mankind and the Victory of the Light throughout the world.

The Legions of Light wield an Activity and Power of the Cosmic Light that all mankind cannot oppose, so make your call for Them, to flood in and fill the earth with Their Mighty Glory and Dominion forever!

• RADIO DEGREE •

E ask all the students throughout America to give the following Decree for our Radio Broadcasts and Electrical Transcriptions. It releases amazing miracles, for, wherever the “I AM” Students have called the “Mighty I AM Presence” and Saint Germain to clear the air of all interference and see that our broadcasts and transcriptions come through clearly, they have always come through perfectly.

So as the Study Groups give this Decree, it will open the way for the Ascended Masters to clear the air currents of earth and let the broadcasts go through without interference of any kind. We ask this that the Ascended Masters’ Words of the “Mighty I AM Presence” may fill the air throughout the world and set all mankind free!
"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legions of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light; Saint Germain, Jesus, Nada, Great Divine Director and the Mighty Gods of the Mountains! come forth in your limitless Cosmic Power and Authority! clear the air currents everywhere in America and throughout the world! see that our broadcasts, both personal and by Electrical Transcription, of this Ascended Master Instruction on the "Mighty I AM Presence" go everywhere without interference of any kind, carrying Perfectly This Ascended Master Victory of Light and Freedom to every human being on earth!

Make everyone on this planet hear these Words of Truth Perfectly! accept the "Mighty I AM Presence" and have the full Ascended Master Perfection which It is and gives to all!

Make every word as it goes over the air a Mighty Focus of the Unfed Flame to bring Balance, Peace, Purity, Protection, Supply, Health and Perfection to all mankind, the earth and Its atmosphere forever.

We thank Thee Thou dost always answer our every call and this Decree is instantly and Infinitely fulfilled, eternally sustained and ever-expanding.
FUTURE APPEARANCES
OF THE MESSENGERS

• WEST PALM BEACH CLASS •
November 26th to December 5th Inclusive
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Hibiscus & Rosemary Streets
For Information Contact
H. J. BECHTEL
116 North Narcissus Avenue
West Palm Beach, Florida

• LOS ANGELES, CALIF •
December 23 to January 2 Inclusive, exclusive of December 25
SHRINE AUDITORIUM
665 West Jefferson Street
For Information H. N. ROGERS
937 South Westchester Place
RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

Personal Broadcast By the Messenger,
MRS. G. W. BALLARD

WEST PALM BEACH
WJNO . . . Nov. 19th to 25th Incl., 7 P. M. Daily

LOS ANGELES
KHJ . . . Dec. 16 to Dec. 22 Inc., 9:30-9:45

STATIONS NOW BROADCASTING

TRANSCRIPTIONS

KYA, San Francisco, 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays
KFSD, San Diego, 9:15-9:30 A.M. Sundays
KFAC, Los Angeles, 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
WIND, Chicago, 9:30-9:45 A.M. Sundays
WJBK, Detroit, 9:00-9:15 A.M. Sundays
KOL, Seattle, 9:30-9:45 A.M. Sundays
KGER, Long Beach, 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays
KXBY, Kansas City KFXR, Oklahoma City
KFXD, Nampa, Idaho WTCN, Minneapolis

Personal broadcast by Mrs. G. W. Ballard on Christmas day, time to be announced later.

Note:
We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights unconditionally, and no one is allowed to broadcast any of the “I AM” Instruction, or read from the books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
T is our very great joy and privilege to announce the coming release of ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume 7, of the Saint Germain Series, about January first by the Saint Germain Press.

It contains Dictations by the Ascended Masters and Great Cosmic Beings, which were given before thousands of “I AM” Students within the last few months.

There are no human concepts nor interpretations of any kind within them. Every Word is a “Cup of Light” carrying the Consciousness, Life, Energy, Feeling, Courage, Strength, Power and Light-substance direct from the Ascended Masters Who Dictated Them.

They are placed in printed form to release the Victory of the Cosmic Light to all who will accept the Freedom which They bring.

The Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings are giving Their Assistance to every individual when the attention is upon Them while reading these books. At the same time They are pouring the most powerful Protection for our Beloved Land of America through the reader, while his attention is upon the Ascended Masters. America’s Light and Freedom were established in the beginning, by the Help of these Great Ascended Beings and we, Their Messengers guard the Light in America with our very hearts.

Those who heard these Dictations felt and received the Light and Power released through Them and are the beneficiaries of the Blessings the Ascended Ones poured forth.

This volume contains three beautiful color charts for the contemplation of the student. Each book is charged by the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings with the greatest Power of Love,
Light, Freedom, Protection and Perfection for the individual and America.

The Blessings flowing continually through them will bring joy without limit to all who sincerely accept, apply the Instruction given and feel the Mighty REALITY and Truth contained within them.

This book is of very great import to our land of America, for through IT will flow tremendous Protection from the Great Cosmic Beings.

May every human being on earth understand the Reality of these Great Blessed Ascended Masters and have the Victory and Freedom which They so lovingly and patiently offer to all.

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT Vol. 7.
Being Dictation by the Ascended Masters and Great Cosmic Beings.

Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees Parts I and II Volume V
by Chanera

The Saint Germain Press has just released the "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES, Volume V of the Saint Germain Series.

In this book, we have combined the "I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS with the "I AM" DECREES, bound together in one volume in cloth binding, to match the rest of the Saint Germain Series. The contents have been slightly revised and a few new Decrees added for conditions which need help greatly.

It contains about two hundred pages and has been prepared for intensive use.

"I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES Parts I and II.
A powerful selection of Adorations and Decrees for daily use. Volume V by Chanera.

Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00
BUCKS IN BRAILLE

Our hearts' deepest Love and gratitude goes out to the beloved students who have made it possible for the "I AM" books of the Ascended Master, Saint Germain, to be brought forth into Braille for the blind. Several of them are already in many of the principal libraries, including the Library of Congress and also the National Library for the Blind in Washington, D.C.

We bless eternally the American Brotherhood for the Blind, embossers, and the blessed students, who have stereotyped all the plates, both giving their services as a glad free gift of Love for the blind.

Through the combined efforts of all, it is now possible to obtain the following books at very low prices from the American Library for the Blind, 1845 S. Oxford Ave., Los Angeles, California.

"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"
In Two Volumes, Price $5.25

"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
In Three Volumes, Price $7.75

"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"
In Two Volumes, Price $6.75

plus mailing charges.
PUBLISHER’S ANNOUNCEMENT

Due to the increased cost of all materials entering into production and the enlarged size of the magazine over that expected when the Subscription Prices were set, it becomes necessary to announce new subscription prices for the 3rd year beginning with the issue of March, 1938, as follows:

In California $3.09 a year.
In United States outside of California, $3.00 a year.
In other countries, $3.50 a year.
Single copies, 35 cents.

Please make checks payable to SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM

ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS

and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
• TRANSCRIPTION TOPICS AND SONGS •

Mrs. Ballard and Mrs. Rogers

• TOPICS •

1. The "Mighty I AM Presence" — Beautiful Presence
2. The "Mighty I AM Presence" and Saint Germain — Song to Saint Germain
3. "I AM" God in Action — Contemplation to the "Mighty I AM Presence"
4. "I AM" the Resurrection and the Life — The Ascension
5. The Power of Your Decrees — My Victory
6. The Law of Forgiveness — Acceptance
7. The "I AM"—Its Use in Business — Adoration to the Presence
8. The "Mighty I AM Presence" is Your Supreme Capital — Great Love Star
9. Awake! Oh World to the "Mighty I AM Presence" — Onward Children of the Light
10. The "Mighty I AM Presence" is Light and Freedom for America — Stars and Stripes Forever
11. "I AM" the Law of Life — Ecstasy
12. "I AM" the Ascended Masters' Way — Acceptance
13. "I AM" America's Protection — America Invincible
14. "I AM" America's Loyalty — Our God, Our Country and Our Flag
15. "I AM" America's Call — The Spirit of America
16. "I AM" the Cosmic Light — Onward Children of the Light
17. "I AM" the Power of Light — The Song of Life
18. "I AM" the Miracle of Light — Secret Love Star
19. "I AM" the Victory of Light — Glory to Thee, Oh Light!
20. "I AM" America’s Cup of Light — Stars and Stripes Forever

We are prepared to furnish the above Radio Transcriptions to anybody desiring to put on a Program in their locality. We reserve the right to select the Broadcast and secure time on your Local Station. Kindly communicate with Saint Germain Press for full information before approaching your local stations regarding these Transcriptions. We are prepared to give prompt service and avoid all complications.

The cost of these Transcriptions is $20.00 for a double faced record containing two full programs. Each field must pay for the time on their local stations.

MR. & MRS. G. W. BALLARD
"Mighty I AM Presence"! charge us all with Ascended Masters’ Joy, Gratitude, Victory and Contentment of Thy Mighty Presence as the ONLY FEELING within us forever!

Sizes below can be purchased at the

· SINDELAR STUDIOS ·

2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I Am” Pins</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I Am” Rings</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$0.36</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$0.21</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Jesus Ascension</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 The Luminous Presence</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9.5 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9.5 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5x7.5 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5x7.5 Saint Germain</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Jesus’ Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Saint Germain’s Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x48 “The Magic Presence”</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>Postage Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x20 “The Magic Presence”</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I ___________By Godfre Ray King
Containing the first group of author's experiences. Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II ___________By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of author's experiences. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III ________________By the Ascended Master Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three discourses explaining the Ascended Masters' application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS,
Volume V ___________________By Chanera
A selection of powerful adorations and affirmations of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI ________________By Various Ascended Masters
Contains twenty discourses, dictated by Various Ascended Masters before thousands of "I AM" Students. With three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

"I AM" DEGREE BOOKLET ________________By Chanera
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of "I AM" Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.15

A PICTURE OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
A color chart of "The Magic Presence" beautifully lithographed, suitable for framing, meditation, and class instruction. Size 12x20.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

A PICTURE OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
Larger size for Group Leaders, etc., on heavy linen. Size 30x48.
Price $15.00, Mailing charges included

A PICTURE OF THE MASTER, JESUS
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar, to whom Jesus had personally appeared. It is an exact likeness of Him as He stood in consultation with Saint Germain and the Tall Master from Venus at the Retreat in the Royal Teton, New Year's Eve of 1935. Size 12x16.
Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

A NEW PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER,
SAINT GERMAINE
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar. An exact likeness, as he has appeared on many occasions in the Retreat. A companion piece to that of Jesus and meant for the students' meditation. Size 12x16.
Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

LIST OF VICTROLA RECORDS
RR-1201—INVOCATION ____________________Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION, "Silent Night" ________________________Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION ____________________Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION, "Nearer My God to Thee" ________________Mrs. Ballard
Single Records, $3.00—Two or More Records $2.50 Each—Mailing Charge Included

Headquarters for All Publications
SAINT GERMAINE PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.